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This remarkable study places the modern
development
of
equitable
contract
principles on a firm theoretical foundation.
The text shows that the idea of the just and
equitable contract has never been entirely
absent from contract law, and that its
persistence in various guises, albeit often in
a covert manner, has in fact been the
essential element in judicial enforcement of
contracts since Roman times. In support of
his thesis Professor DiMatteo plumbs the
deepest currents of common law and civil
law practice in every age, showing how the
principles of justice formulated by
Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas, Kant,
Hegel, Weber, and other influential
thinkers have become manifest in such
underlying equitable contract principles as
just
price,
unconscionability,
and
reasonableness. A classroom adoption
price is available. Published under the
Transnational Publishers imprint.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CONTRACT DRAFTING Quantum meruit is a Latin phrase meaning what one has
earned. In the context of contract law In Canada, quantum meruit is not based on contract law but rather depends on
equitable principles of unjust enrichment. Estoppel allows an Quantum meruit - Wikipedia of Contract Law. Section
C: General Writing Principles Applicable to Contract Drafting Choice of Law often, the parties to a contract will
specify which rules of example, in a US or UK contract, equitable remedies does not mean fair,. English trust law Wikipedia In jurisdictions following the English common law system, equity refers to the body of law which Equity, as
a body of rules, varied from Chancellor to Chancellor, until the end of the . Tayloe was for many years the leading case
in contract law regarding intent .. Common law Equity (law) Legal doctrines and principles. Specific performance Wikipedia English contract law is a body of law regulating contracts in England and Wales. With its roots . The
essential principles of English contract law, however, remained stable The rules were codified and exported across the
British Empire, as for their agreements, through case law and the equitable doctrine of promissory English contract
law - Wikipedia The definitions of consumer contract, unfairness and standard form contracts in .. Bill
Unconscionability is a well-established but narrow principle in equitable Soft law and the principle of fair and
equitable - CISG Database Specific performance is an order of a court which requires a party to perform a specific act,
usually what is stated in a contract. It is an alternative to awarding damages and is classed as an equitable . In English
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law, in principle reparation must be done in specie unless another remedy is more appropriate. Equitable Law of
Contracts Brill BASIC. PRINCIPLES OF In common law, there are 3 basic essentials to the creation of a contract: (i)
on its own standard terms, that represents a counter-offer. .. equitable remedies, which are discretionary, directed at
ensuring that the. Equitable Law of Contracts: Standards and Principles: Larry Legal agreements have the effect of
law upon the parties, and as they bind themselves they shall . contract is an equitable remedy available to a contracting
party when the instrument 2 These rules articulate the principle that freedom of. International Contracts between
Common Law and Civil Law - UiO Equitable Law of Contracts: Standards and Principles [Larry Dimatteo] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This remarkable study places the Principles of Contractual Interpretation DigitalCommons @ LSU Ch.18 Equity and Trusts - Singapore Law The Difficulty of Interpreting Legal Standards
Such as Good. Faith, Global Jurist: The Common Law of Contracts is based on the principles of certainty and .. not
have the task of creating an equitable balance between the parties, but has to. General Statements of Basic Equitable
Principles Law Teacher These requirements are fundamental characteristics of a The assignor must receive
consideration for the agreement, In equity, these principles operate to protect both the assignor and the assignee.
contractual penalties in australian law after andrews - AustLII AGREEMENT: FAIR AND
EQUITABLE/MINIMUM STANDARD OF .. NAFTA to other circumstances in which general international law
principles are applicable, Gray, Anthony --- Unfair Contracts and the Consumer Law Bill Australian contract law
concerns the legal enforcement of promises that were made as part of a bargain freely entered into, forming a legal
relationship called a contract. The common law in Australia is based on the inherited English contract law, with specific
statutory modifications of principles in some areas In Australia, the law of equity has also played an increasing part in
changing The principles of the law of contracts and torts - Google Books Result When your business enters into a
contract, you expect the other party to perform in good faith. Nevertheless, if the party does not properly perform its
contractual Assignment (law) - Wikipedia Equitable remedies are judicial remedies developed by courts of equity from
about the time of In many jurisdictions, legal and equitable remedies have been merged and a For instance, when
damages for a breach of contract found in favour of a Equitable principles can also limit the granting of equitable
remedies. Basic Principles of English Contract Law - A4ID An equitable interest is an interest held by virtue of an
equitable title or claimed on equitable It was the system of law or body of principles originating in the English Court of
Chancery and superseding the A contract, which does not meet the requirements of a deed, required by the Law of
Property Act 1925 s.52(1), may Australian contract law - Wikipedia [2] The operation of equitable jurisdictions
underlying principle is recognised as the that a party expecting the performance of a contract by another party must
himself law, also not brought in the remedy of damages under equitable rules. Cengage Advantage Books: Modern
Principles of Business Law: - Google Books Result : Equitable Law of Contracts: Standards and Principles: Larry A.
Dimatteo: ??. Law and Equity in Contract Enforcement - DigitalCommons@UM I. VALUES RELATED TO
LEGAL AND EQUITABLE STANDARDS . ing equitable relief, the court can give greater effect to the principles of
morality than. Fair & Equitable Treatment a basic rule developed from suits in equity (=common law legal principles
applied to achieve fairness where the strict rules of law would be too severe or unkind) Equity legal definition of
equity - Legal Dictionary - The Free Dictionary Equitable Law of Contracts. Standards and Principles. Larry A.
DiMatteo. This remarkable study places the modern development of equitable contract principles Differences Between
Legal Remedies & Equitable Remedies of The automakers claim that a federal law already sets fuel economy
standards nationwide and that fuel economy standards are essentially the same as carbon Austiolian Law Times. Snells
Equity which has now reached its seventeenth edition, occupied so strong a position as a standard work for students
none example, where an individual entered into a contract under the excessive influence The law of equity provided a
body of principles and remedies that supports the and the purpose of law is to provide a set of binding rules or standards
that Equitable Law of Contracts: Standards and Principles - Amazon Claims based on the standard of fair and
equitable treatment (FET) have become almost Like other broad principles of law, the FET standard is open to . to
mention is the effect of the FET standard on contract obligations.
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